Are you interested in a STEM career? Do you want to learn about how STEM can be used to understand and address global climate change? Are you considering a career in Environmental Science or Geoscience?

Career Paths in the Geosciences

We invite you to attend a presentation by Jessica Luo and Bor-Ting Jong, scientists from Princeton University and NOAA’s Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory, to learn about how they use global climate models to understand the impact of climate change on ocean ecosystems and precipitation in North America. Learn how you can use your STEM background to pursue a career in geosciences.

All majors are invited, STEM majors are strongly encouraged to attend.

Thursday
November 17, 2022
11:30 AM - 1:45 PM
Room 714 HN
followed by lunch in room Hunter North 1022

Please reserve your seat and lunch by scanning the adjacent QR code or email OLIVIA.USZYNSKI85@myhunter.cuny.edu

RSVP by Nov 10

Event is sponsored by AGILE: AAPI in Geosciences: Inclusivity, Leadership and Experience and the Hunter College Department of Geography and Environmental Science. For questions, email Professor Randye Rutberg at rrutberg@hunter.cuny.edu.